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Roof
Mild weather and sun have finally arrived! With nice weather next week, we hope to finish the
roof above the community room and hallway. Finishing the roof over the training wing will
have to wait until mechanical unit #2 has been delivered and installed.

This shows the front entrance of the building
taken from the community room roof.
Alliance Glass has braved the cold, snow,
wind and rain to install the curtain wall
around the building.

Curtain Wall

Feb. 26, 2018

The curtain wall around the exterior of the building is almost 100% complete. There are
still a few panes of glass that need to be installed, which should be done in the next two
weeks. The soffits and framework for the interior glass on the second floor lobby have been
installed. Once the mechanical duct work has been run along the lobby ceiling, the interior
glass walls will be installed. Great care has been taken to design this building with safety
and public transparency in mind.

Video Clip of the Week
This time-lapse will show you a day filled
with sunshine, which is very welcome at the
end of February! You will witness some
exterior work being completed, along with
some action on the roof, a few deliveries and
a spectacular sunrise and sunset!

https://youtu.be/jYtEsNCV84I

Next Week
Our focus will continue to be on the interior of both the first and second floors:
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 Hydronic and water piping will continue to be installed.
 Duct work installation and insulation will also continue in the
lobby and other first floor areas.
 Crews will continue to hang drywall and tape/mud on the
second floor.
 Excel Electric will be hanging boxes on the first floor and
pulling wire on the second floor.

